
2nd Outcasters weekly report
Final report

Summary

Overall, I feel this has been very successful. Final gross profit is 7,748 mil with net profit 
standing at 6,209 mil. Total running time of the IPO was 31 days, slightly shorter than I 
initially expected but makes it a nice round month.

Total payout at the end was 10,209,019,480.00 isk. Initial investment was 4 bil isk, this 
equates to a 155% profit on your original investment over the month.

Payout per share was 2,552,254.87 isk.

Detail

Ok, this is a bit of a treat for anyone like me who is a bit of a stats whore. ;) 

I can produce all sorts of stats about the items I traded over the last month. Normally I 
wouldn’t release them but I’ve found that the market changes so drastically from week to 
week that the numbers aren’t really all that useful, more just interesting. My top profit 
item from a few months ago is 16th this time around. Also, I’m gonna be out of game for 
a few months.

Top items by total profit:

The Cap Power Relay is at the top only because of the unlucky guy who bought 2 for 
around 240 mil each in the first week, otherwise, it would be way down the table with the 
YT-8 Overcharged Hydrocarbon Microwarpdrive taking the 10th spot instead.

Unsuprisingly, looking at profit per hour gives a very similar top 10, the only real change 
being the addition of Fried Interface Circuit in 9th position. This was something I started 
trading only a few days before I started selling everything. Had I continued trading, it 
would have been very possible to see this at the top of the isk/hour chart as there was a 
massive gap between buy and sell prices considering the huge trade volume of this item.



Over the month I traded around 80 different items. Trying to find new markets to expand 
into was the biggest issue as it’s usually easy to find something that offers massive profits 
per unit or huge volume of sales but finding more items that provide a good balance was 
getting very hard by the end of it.

Looking at the top and bottom 10 items by %age margin is interesting: (I’ve left out th 
cap power relay from this as it’s a freak result)

To me, these tables clearly illustrate the point that great percentage margin is not always 
best, just as very low percentage margin is not always worse. It’s all about the 
combination of margin and the trade volume.

Many of these items were experimental ones that I tried for a while before deciding that 
they simply weren’t worth the effort, being able see exactly how much each item was 
making each week was very usefull in deciding which ones to stick with and which ones 
to abandon.

Finally, we’ll look at the top and bottom 10 by volume of sales:



These tables really show the importance of high volume trades in keeping a business like 
this going. The top 10 were clearly far more profitable than the bottom 10, depite a much 
higher average margin per item in the bottom 10.

However, volume is also clearly not a critical factor because only 2 of the top 10 
profit/hour items are in the top 10 by volume.

So there you have it, a good balance of margin per item and volume is the best recipie for 
profits in this kind of trading. You probably knew that already but it’s always nice to see 
the proof, right?!



Income Statement

Not much to say about this really…

The large corporate account withdrawl is due to the final payouts.



Balance Sheet

*Amounts in millions of ISK

Assets
      Cash In Wallet 0
      Cash In Escrow 0
      Inventory 0

Equity
      Profits payed to shareholders (6.209)
      Starting Capital (4,000)

There was around 100 mil worth of goods left at the end. However, this was scattered 
over a large area in very small amounts and would have taken so much effort and time to 
collect up and sell that I decided it was not worthwhile. That is not shown here but if you 
like you can consider it my payment for managing this IPO. 


